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There is one of the companies which is 105 years old and engaged in manufacturing cutting and die
washer machines, stamping dies for bow-tie machines, and pasta factory accessories. Today, the
company is run by grand sons, which is the third generation from the family. The company got its
recognition through manufacturing fine crafted dies and products that are qualitative, reliable and
durable.

Now, fine craftsmanship and reliability is the company's hallmark in the industry today. The third
generation innovated one-piece insert that became the industry standard worldwide today.  The
company is highly clear in its vision and goals that helped develop a machine shop to a world
recognized manufacturer in the industry.

The company started its manufacturing unit with pasta dies. Soon due to offering high quality
products and reliability, the manufacturing unit got other task such as fabricating cutting and die
washer machines, stamping dies for bow-tie machines, and all pasta factory accessories. The
machine shop is equipped with CNC machining work, lathe work, engraving and milling work in the
country. With the help of latest and advanced machineries the company has expanded its hand in
manufacturing pasta products dies, snack products, animal food products and custom die products.

The dies are designed by the highly trained and skilled craftsman in the country.  Also with the help
of CNC machining work, the designs have become more accurate and perfect. The clients and
customers also can offer their specification and dimension for having a specific accessory or die
from the machine shop.

The company does not hide after selling the products. In fact, after sale service is provided to the
customer and clients that includes preventive maintenance, repairs, and if need then replacements.
Clients could return the dies for reconditioning every after 3 to 6 month to the company. Clients can
contact the company through email, phone or by mail to the property address. The professionals
and the craftsman in the company always admire clients who return the die for reconditioning.

Reconditioning the dies help eliminate the issues such as To control product quality and quantity,
eliminating flaws such as dough rings, coarseness, splits, fracture, collapsing, rough wall thickness
and deprived color and shape etc. Doing this help the clients and the companies to get the
exceptional end result along with trouble-free operation that helps in maximizing the production
output.

So, get your all product and die related issues resolved from machine shop in the country. For more
information, you can visit the website offered by the company on net.
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